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This document considers the feasibility and utility of establishing cooperatives as a mechanism to reduce 
monitoring costs and, in turn, increase monitoring rates in the partial coverage category. The scope of this 
document is limited to the first and fifth bullets listed for consideration in the OAC Subgroup’s workplan 
(below). The other considerations can be addressed if the Subgroup determines that monitoring 
cooperatives are a viable option that warrants additional development work. 

● Ability of the option to increase coverage rates; 
● Preliminary pro/con evaluation of how the option would change incentives or differentially 

impact constituents.  
 
In order to achieve partial coverage or electronic monitoring at lower costs, cooperatives would need to 
create efficiencies in service delivery. The primary limit on creative and cooperative actions to reduce 
costs is that all measures are presumed to occur within the existing random trip selection program that is 
implemented through ODDS, which is explicitly not designed to be cost-minimizing. The potential 
benefit of reduced service costs must be weighed against personnel costs (co-op managers), additional 
complexity for observer or EM providers, and unintended effects that might differentially impact certain 
constituents. If cooperatives’ tools to reduce costs involve a very hands-on approach – potentially altering 
fishermen’s trip plans, fishing schedules, or responsibilities – stakeholders would likely require a 
reasonable expectation that savings (or the increase in coverage rates) will be significant.  
 
A program to allow or encourage monitoring cooperatives would first need to address whether 
participation in a cooperative is mandatory or elective for vessel owners. Voluntary cooperatives typically 
bring together like-minded individuals with similar goals and objectives, and who would respond 
similarly to a set of incentives. However, voluntary systems must also maintain options for vessels who 
do not join cooperatives. A vessel might choose not to co-op because the cooperative’s cost-reducing 
measures are onerous to that vessel in particular – e.g., commuting to hub ports to pick up observers, or 
delaying departure to align trips selected by ODDS. If the vessels that do not co-op emerge as a more 
expensive subset of the partial coverage fleet to service, their costs might swamp the marginal savings 
that co-op vessels have gone out of their way to achieve. Vessels might also choose to free ride, so a 
voluntary cooperative would need to provide material incentives to participate (beyond the shared notion 
that higher coverage rates benefit fishermen). The most appealing incentives to fishermen probably relate 
to increased flexibility regarding whether a trip selected by ODDS can be shifted to another vessel within 
the cooperative if there is an opportunity to reduce observer travel or lodging expenses. An incentive of 
that type might not be acceptable to the observer program, as it cuts against the core principle of random 
selection. Requiring partial coverage vessels to join a cooperative removes the inefficiencies that could 
arise from a patchwork of vessels in and out of cooperatives. Establishing cooperatives by regulation 
would provide stability in terms of co-op formation and participation, which might in turn make it easier 
for both vessels and service providers to make commitments to cost saving actions. However, mandatory 
cooperative participation creates some risk that a vessel will be forced to co-op with a group that is not a 
natural fit in terms of fishing patterns or delivery locations. 
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Cooperatives could form by port location, gear type, fishery, monitoring method (humans/EM), or 
combinations thereof (e.g., port*gear). While observer selection strata are currently defined by gear type, 
defining cooperatives by gear is less appealing because many vessels fish more than one gear. Requiring 
membership in multiple cooperatives would increase complexity for fishermen and put up unnecessary 
walls between individuals who might otherwise have coordinated activity for cost saving. In general, 
cooperatives with a larger vessel membership are expected to find more opportunities for cost trimming, 
and minimizing the total number of cooperatives reduces the aggregate expense of co-op management 
labor. Cooperatives might naturally form around existing industry groups1 that have varying amounts of 
staff capacity and might be able to take on monitoring responsibilities without creating a full FTE 
position. However, it is not assumed that existing groups, in aggregate, represent every vessel that 
operates in the partial coverage category. If cooperative participation is mandatory, industry groups might 
need to extend their representation or the work of their staff if that staff assumes the role of a cooperative 
manager. If participation is voluntary and cooperatives coalesce around existing groups, the Council or 
NMFS might need to oversee that independent vessels do not fail to opt in because they were not already 
associated with a group that has management capacity.  
 
Cooperatives for human coverage strata 
 
The cooperative mechanism to increase coverage rates is the reduction of observer costs, allowing the 
same amount of funds to purchase more sea-days, all else equal. The observer provider charges a daily 
rate and for the observer’s travel and housing, including shore time when an observer is in the field but 
not at sea. The main leverage point for cost reduction is to reduce observers’ down-days and travel 
through efficient deployment. This might take the form of aligning selected trips in time so that deployed 
observers are stringing together trips out of the same port to the extent possible. Approaching that goal 
requires cooperative coordination between fishermen, some sort of fleet manager, and the service 
provider. Observed trips are selected randomly in ODDS, and randomization occurs at the gear strata 
level across the entire North Pacific region, so chances for efficiencies may be limited and must be seized 
opportunistically. It is not possible to forecast how many down-days could be eliminated in a future year, 
but it is certain that isolated observer trips that get delayed by weather cannot be avoided completely.  
 
Controlling down-days and travel costs will always be challenged by external factors that affect the 
timing of fishing trips and are beyond a co-op manager’s control. This is especially the case in limited 
access (non-IFQ) fisheries, and even more so in derby style fisheries that are limited by TAC or PSC. 
Limited access fisheries are structured to manage fishing fleets, not individual vessel’s fishing plans. Trip 
timing may be dictated by price strikes, stand-downs to address bycatch rates, sudden PSC closures, and 
market forces (e.g., pollock roe season). As is often discussed in the development of bycatch caps, limited 
access fisheries lack certain “tools” that IFQ fisheries have. The timing of both IFQ and limited access 
fisheries is impacted by bad weather and the quality of fishing (CPUE). Overall, IFQ fisheries provide a 
clearer opportunity to reduce costs through trip coordination, but the size of the benefit is uncertain and 
not guaranteed to outweigh the financial and time costs of running a cooperative. The expected savings 
might be greater if a cooperative was granted the ability to shift randomly selected observed trips from 
                                                           
1 Examples: NPFA, AGDB, ALFA, SEAFA, FVOA, KVOA, PVOA, PFC, UCB 
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one vessel (originally selected in ODDS) to another, similar, vessel that might be planning a trip that 
dovetails nicely with an available observer. 
 
Options to reduce observer housing costs between trips are limited to minimizing the time between 
selected vessels leaving port. An observer cannot stay on his/her assigned vessel for more than 24 hours 
before/after the trip, and even then regulations require the vessel operator or a crew member to be aboard 
as well. Many partial coverage vessels are operated by Alaskan residents who live in the communities out 
of which they operate. These fishermen prefer not to stay on the boat while in a home port only to lower 
the invoice to the program for observer housing. 
 
All vessel owners in the partial coverage category pay the same percentage monitoring fee, but only those 
selected for observed trips would bear the costs of changing trip plans, commuting to hub ports to pick up 
observers, housing observers in port, and whatever other cost-cutting measures the cooperative develops. 
As a result, fishermen might need to be incentivized to join a voluntary cooperative where the costs are 
evident and the benefits are uncertain. If cooperative membership is required by regulation, incentives 
might also be an important factor in building industry support for the necessary regulatory change. 
Existing incentives for observer coverage – such as ability to fish IFQ in multiple areas – might be 
restricted to vessels that co-op. Alternatively, vessels that co-op might be able to receive a rebate on their 
monitoring fee, compensated by higher fees on those that do not. The possibility of a two-tiered fee 
structure would require NOAA GC review and, if permitted, would require a regulatory change. 
 
While the outcome of the 2018 partial coverage Federal contracting process is unknown, NMFS has not 
signaled that it is considering awarding the contract to multiple providers. A single provider will have a 
contracted daily rate, and therefore the Subgroup does not expect monitoring cooperatives to introduce an 
element of price bargaining or competition between providers, as might exist in the full coverage 
category.  
 
Cooperatives for EM strata 
 
The Council’s EM Workgroup specifically recommended that cooperatives be considered as an action 
that would trail EM integration. EM cooperatives might work to increase coverage rates in three ways. 
Cooperatives might reduce the cost of the EM program by taking on some of the functions that drive up 
service providers’ costs, thus taking a smaller portion of the monitoring fee budget away from purchasing 
human observer sea-days. If multiple competing providers are able to operate in the North Pacific EM 
program and contract directly with cooperatives, a cooperative might collectively bargain for lower 
service prices, or at least work with the provider and member vessels to coordinate more efficiently timed 
and collocated service events. Also, a cooperative might work out internal agreements to record video 
data on all trips, allowing NMFS to increase the effective trip coverage rate with only the cost of 
additional video review/storage and not the cost of rotating EM control centers between selected vessels. 
 
It is not clear that a cooperative could do the work of a service provider at a cost savings that justifies the 
expense and effort of running a cooperative. Cooperatives would be well suited to take over minor tasks 
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such as data submission (mailing hard drives, transferring effort logbooks) and coordinating service 
schedules, but the major cost drivers are service “touch time” and travel, which is sometimes needed at 
unpredictable times or in locations where the cooperative would be no more likely than the provider to 
have a trained and approved technician. It is not clear that cooperatives could legally take over 
responsibility for technical service work on system functionality because it could be construed as creating 
an opportunity to tamper with the recording of information needed for law enforcement. In practice, 
giving cooperatives the responsibility for field service is not effectively different from having the EM 
provider train up a qualified technician in each port. Moreover, EM providers might object to the 
reduction in field service responsibilities, which factor into the value of their contract. If providers 
determine that it is not profitable to simply sell EM equipment while leaving service and other functions 
to cooperatives then the EM program might lose buy-in from valuable industry partners. 
 
Cooperatives could conceivably provide a venue for video data quality control and feedback to crews on 
ways to improve or adhere to their vessel monitoring plans. A tighter feedback loop might reduce data 
loss compared to a situation where quality issues are not identified until the video is reviewed by PSMFC. 
This, however, would require onsite video review, which is being tested in the Pacific cod pot gear EM 
program but is not part of the longline pre-implementation plan. Onsite review could also increase the 
speed and precision with which NMFS inseason managers can make decisions about closing fisheries that 
are PSC limited. With the excepting of the longline Pacific cod limited access fishery, those fisheries are 
primarily in the trawl limited access sector, and thus are at least several years away from deploying EM. 
 
The Subgroup also discussed whether a cooperative that contained both EM and human coverage vessels 
could “trade coverage” on selected trips in order to reduce costs. For example, a cooperative could 
coordinate to shift a vessel from the human coverage pool to the EM pool if the vessel’s fishing plan takes 
it to a remote port for a portion of the year. Conversely, if a vessel in the EM pool is selected by ODDS 
but would require expensive service or technician travel before it could begin its trip, the cooperative 
could arrange for a human observer to cover that trip. The use of this tool would be contingent upon the 
observer program changing the way that it places EM and non-EM vessels in separate selection strata, 
since changing the monitoring mode affects stratum-level section rates.  
 
Conclusions 
 
If one presumes that observer selection rates are trending towards a level that is insufficient, then the 
benefit of establishing monitoring cooperatives is best evaluated against the alternative of raising the 
1.25% monitoring fee. The cost of establishing cooperatives falls into two categories: the labor cost of 
managing the cooperative, and the time and effort that fishermen would expend in altering their normal 
business practices to seek out marginal cost efficiencies. While it is likely that cooperatives would 
identify opportunities for savings “around the edges,” it is not obvious that these savings would outweigh 
the aforementioned costs. The Subgroup also notes that opportunities for cost savings through 
coordinated trip planning can be expected in the IFQ fishery, and to a somewhat lesser extent in the pot 
cod fisheries, but are not expected to be significant in the trawl limited access fisheries.  
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The greatest potential for cost savings (and associated increase in available observer sea-days) lies in 
cooperatives’ ability to collectively bargain with service providers for a lower-cost contract. That 
outcome is not one that we can count on in the near term because (1) it is not clear that NOAA AGO 
could or would be able to tailor a contract to open all the necessary doors for maximum competition, and 
(2) it is not clear that multiple service providers would enter the same market to compete on price at, 
presumably, a lower margin.  
 
 


